This paper introduces two new algorithms to detect a line in a digitized picture. The algorithms are compared with the Hough algorithm, and their computational advantages are shown. We discuss the potential for, and the use of, the algorithms in applications.
Introduction
In this paper, two new algorithms are introduced to detect a line in a digitized picture. For simplicity in application of the algorithms, we restricted ourselves hereto black and white (binary) digitized pictures, although detecting colinear points in a general picture is possible with some modifications of the algorithms. Hough [1], Duda and Hart [2] , and Griffith [3] have developed methods for detecting straight lines.
In [2] Duda and Hart described a method due to Hough (the "Hough transform ") that replaces finding colinear points by an equivalent problem of finding intersections in the sinusoidal curves they generate by that transform.
That is, each pixel (Xi, Yi) in the image space is transformed into an r -0 parameter space curve: r = Xi cos (0) + Yi sin (0), -R = < r < = R, 0 = < 0 < lT
The parameter space sine curves that correspond to three or more colinear points, pass through single point (rj, 0j), which corresponds to the line that connects the points.
(1)
Section 2 presents the new line-finding algorithm (LF).
In LF, taking each pair of image points defines a line and this line is transformed into a point (rj, O1) in the parameter space. In this the algorithm differs from the Hough algorithm which operates on each individual image points taking them into parameter space. The new algorithm has the major advantage of detecting perturbed lines (lines which are broken into several parts or have portions shifted slightly from original position) as entities.
Section 3 presents an extension of the line-finding algorithm, called the weighted algorithm (WLF) . By using WLF, it is possible to define a specific criterion for a searched line, for example distinguishing connected lines from disconnected (dashed) ones, or locating a feature involving a jagged line.
Line-finding algorithm
In this algorithm, each pair of image points defines a line and this line is transformed into a point (rj, 0j) in the parameter space. Here rj is the distance to the origin from the line, and Oj is the angle between the normal from the origin to the image line, and the X -axis.
Algorithm
Take a line going through a pair of points (xl, yi) and (x2, y2). It can be shown that the distance of the origin from the line is Ixl *y2 -x2 *Y1I fr v/(x1 -x2)2 + (y' -y2)2 (2) The main steps in the analysis based on 
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Section 2 presents the new line-finding algorithm (LF). In LF, taking each pair of image points defines a line and this line is transformed into a point (rj, 0j) in the parameter space. In this the algorithm differs from the Hough algorithm which operates on each individual image points taking them into parameter space. The new algorithm has the major advantage of detecting perturbed lines (lines which are broken into several parts or have portions shifted slightly from original position) as entities* Section 3 presents an extension of the line-finding algorithm, called the weighted algorithm (WLF), By using WLF, it is possible to define a specific criterion for a searched line, for example distinguishing connected lines from disconnected (dashed) ones, or locating a feature involving a jagged line.
Line-finding algorithm
In this algorithm, each pair of image points defines a line and this line is transformed into a point (rj, 6j) in the parameter space. Here rj is the distance to the origin from the line, and 6j is the angle between the normal from the origin to the image line, and the X-axis.
Algorithm
Take a line going through a pair of points (xi, yi) and (x ? , 72). It can be shown that the distance of the origin from the line is
The main steps in the analysis based on Fig. 2 , are that the distance between the origin and the intersection of the line and the x-axis is OA = (x 2 yi -xiy 2 )/(yi -72)
and the resultant transformation parameters are:
and ( +|r if OA < 0 or 9 < 7T/2 -in otherwise
To implement this algorithm, the parameter space is quantized into cells and an accumulator is assigned to each cell in the two -dimensional array.
This quantization can be confined to the region 0 = < e < Tr, -R = < r < = R. Points outside this parameter -space rectangle correspond to lines in the image that do not cross the retina. R is the radius of the retina, smallest circle centered at the origin and surrounding the image.
(See Figure 1. For each pair of points in image space, a corresponding point in parameter space is produced and counted by a corresponding accumulator increment. For the final result appearing In the accumulator array, the significance of a higher cell count is a larger number of colinear image points, but the corresponding relation is not a linear function. In fact it acts so that those edges which are perturbed (broken into several parts by digitization), are smoothed by transformation and subsequenct inverse transformation. This is the main advantage of LF transformation over the Hough transformation.
Let us now consider an image of n by m pixels, and define k different quantization values for O.
In the Hough algorithm, the accumulators would be incremented kmn times, while LF algorithm would increment the accumulators mn(mn -1)/2 times. The time required to process the sample picture in Figure 3 by LF algorithm was twice that of the Hough algorithm, for k = 20, and m = n = 20. But notice that in LF transformation, the processing time necessary is independent of k. This is a second major advantage of LF algorithm, since it allows the user to have higher resolution for r or O without substantial increase in processing time.
Weighted line -finding algorithm
The algorithm introduced in section 2 needs a large amount of processing time for large m or n, since the computation required is of order (m *n) * *2.
To compensate this weakness, we present its extension, the weighted line-finding (WFL) algorithm. Take a point (xi, yj) in the image and put a (2p + 1) by (2p + 1) window centered there.
By giving different weights to the lines connecting the point (::i, yj) with other points inside the window and moving the window through the image, we can find a new version of the corresponding parameter space.
The dimensions of the window are usually small; this limits the processing time of the algorithm. Through this algorithm we can define a special criterion for lines under search by defining different size window and different weighting factors for neighboring points. To implement this algorithm, the parameter space is quantized into cells and an accumulator is assigned to each call in the two-dimensional array. This quantization can be confined to the region 0 = < 9 < TT, -R = < r < * R. Points outside this parameter-space rectangle correspond to lines in the image that do not cross the retina. R is the radius of the retina, smallest circle centered at the origin and surrounding the image. (See Figure 1. )
Fig. 2. The Line Transformations
For each pair of points in image space, a corresponding point in parameter space is produced and counted by a corresponding accumulator increment. For the final result appearing in the accumulator array, the significance of a higher cell count is a larger number of colinear image points, but the corresponding relation is not a linear function. In fact it acts so that those edges which are perturbed (broken into several parts by digitization), are smoothed by transformation and subsequenct inverse transformation. This is the main advantage of LF transformation over the Hough transformation.
Let us now consider an image of n by m pixels, and define k different quantization values for 0, In the Hough algorithm, the accumulators would be incremented kmn times, while LF algorithm would increment the accumulators mn(mn-l)/2 times. The time required to process the sample picture in Figure 3 by LF algorithm was twice that of the Hough algorithm, for k = 20, and m = n = 20. But notice that in LF transformation, the processing time necessary is independent of k. This is a second major advantage of LF algorithm, since it allows the user to have higher resolution for r or 8 without substantial increase in processing time.
Weighted line-finding algorithm
The algorithm introduced in section 2 needs a large amount of processing time for large m or n, since the computation required is of order (m*n)**2. To compensate this weakness, we present its extension, the weighted line-finding (WFL) algorithm. Take a point (xi. yj) in the image and put a (2p +1) by (2p 4-1) window centered there. By giving different weights to the lines connecting the point (:il, yj) with other points inside the window and moving the window through the image, we can find a new version of the corresponding parameter space. The dimensions of the window are usually small; this limits the processing time of the algorithm. Through this algorithm we can define a special criterion for lines under search by defining different size window and different weighting factors for neighboring points. ABDOSHSHAH, KLINGER In this algorithm, the accumulators are incremented an order of mn times, which is independent of k, the number of quantization levels for 0.
To implement this algorithm, for each point (xi, yj) in the image space, we will consider all of the neighboring points within a 2p + 1 by 2p + 1 window centered at (xi, yj). By defining coeficients Wkl's for each point (xi + k, yj + 1) inside the window, we can find the parameters of the line passing through these. Then by incrementing the corresponding accumulator in the parameter space by W(k,l), we can process all image pixels. The program inspects the array to locate cells with high counts.
Comparison of line -finding algorithm (LF), weighted line -finding algorithm (WLF) and Hough algorithms
To compare the three algorithms, LF, WLF and the Hough transform, they have been implemented by the first author on the DEC /10 and applied to data shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
In Figure 3 , quantizing O at k = 20 nine -degree increments in 0, and quantizing r into 1 = 28 one -unit increments in r, yields the two -dimensional accumulator array of Table 1 for the Hough algorithm, Table 2 for LF and Table 3 for WLF algorithm.
For WLF transformation, a window was chosen and a wighting function of 4 for the first nearest neighbors of its center, a factor of 2 for its second nearest neighbors, and a factor of 1 for its third nearest neighbors were defined. 
ABDOSHSHAH, KLINGER
In this algorithm, the accumulators are incremented an order of mn times, which is independent of k, the number of quantization levels for 0. To implement this algorithm, for each point (x-^, yj) in the image space, we will consider all of the neighboring points within a 2p + 1 by 2p + 1 window centered at (xi, yj). By defining coeficients W^l's for each point (x^ + k, yj + 1) inside the window, we can find the parameters of the line passing through these. Then by incrementing the corresponding accumulator in the parameter space by W(k,l), we can process all image pixels. The program inspects the array to locate cells with high counts.
Comparison of line-finding algorithm (LF), weighted line-finding algorithm (WLF) and Hough algorithms
To compare the three algorithms, LF, WLF and the Hough transform, they have been implemented by the first author on the DEC/10 and applied to data shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
In Figure 3 , quantizing 0 at k = 20 nine-degree increments in 0, and quantizing r into 1 = 28 one-unit increments in r, yields the two-dimensional accumulator array of Table 1 for the Hough algorithm, Table 2 for LF and Table 3 for WLF algorithm. For WLF transformation, a window was chosen and a wighting function of 4 for the first nearest neighbors of its center, a factor of 2 for its second nearest neighbors, and a factor of 1 for its third nearest neighbors were defined. Thresholds selected for the three techniques permitted detection of line #2 in Figure 3 , an unperturbed edge.
For the Hough and WLF techniques, the count in the parameter space corresponding to line #3 was lower than that of line #2, and line #3 was not detected, although it is a relatively long line. However, LF transformsformation had a corresponding count sufficiently large for this line to be detected.
In otherwords, LF transformation has the significant advantage of enhancing relatively long perturbed lines in digitized pictures.
In Figure 4 , line #5 is a disturbed line longer than line #4, and line #1 is a disconnected line longer than line #2.
If we apply the three algorithms, i.e. LF, WLF, and the Hough algorithm, and choose different threshold values sufficient to detect line #2 in each case, we see that the Hough algorithm will detect line #1, #2, and #3-4, and line #5 (line #3 and line #4 will have the same parameters due to quantization effect in parameter space). Using LF, all the lines from #1 to #5 were detected. The disconnected lines are distinguished from the connected ones by WLF where only lines #1, #3, and #4 were detected. The output results of the three algorithms are shown in Tables 4, 5 , and 6. The count for line #1 there is less than that of line #2 for WLF algorithm, because of the discontinuity present in line #1; this occurs although line #1 is longer than line #2. With m = n = 20 for Figure 3 , and m = n = 30 for Figure 4 , and using k = 20, the processing time for WLF was almost the same as that of the Hough algorithm, but the time required for LF was two times higher for Figure 3 and five times higher for Figure 4 . Thresholds selected for the three techniques permitted detection of line //2 in Figure 3 , an unperturbed edge. For the Hough and WLF techniques, the count in the parameter space corresponding to line //3 was lower than that of line #2, and line #3 was not detected, although it is a relatively long line. However, LF transforms format ion had a corresponding count sufficiently large for this line to be detected. In otherwords, LF transformation has the significant advantage of enhancing relatively long perturbed lines in digitized pictures. In Figure 4 , line #5 is a disturbed line longer than line #4, and line //I is a disconnected line longer than line #2. If we apply the three algorithms, i.e. LF, WLF, and the Hough algorithm, and choose different threshold values sufficient to detect line #2 in each case, we see that the Hough algorithm will detect line //I, #2, and #3-4, and line #5 (line #3 and line #4 will have the same parameters due to Quantization effect in parameter space). Using LF, all the lines from //I to #5 were detected. The disconnected lines are distinguished from the connected ones by WLF where only lines //I, #3, and #4 were detected. The output results of the three algorithms are shown in Tables 4, 5 , and 6. The count for line //I there is less than that of line #2 for WLF algorithm, because of the discontinuity present in line //I; this occurs although line //I is longer than line #2. With m = n = 20 for Figure 3 , and m = n = 30 for Figure 4» and using k = 20, the processing time for WLF was almost the same as that of the Hough algorithm, but the time required for LF was two times higher for Figure 3 and five times higher for Since each accumulator of parameter space will be incremented if and only if there is a corresponding line in the image, the number of zero -value accumulators in WLF algorithms is higher than that of the Hough algorithm.
This means that we need less storage to store the output data if we use a data structure that permits us to store only non -zero output data. The second advantage of this algorithm is the capability of the algorithm to define and use special criteria for search for lines through introduction of the weighting factors.
The processing time in LF and WLF algorithms is independent of k.
It thus allows the user to have higher resolution for r or 0, without substantial increase in processing time. Since each accumulator of parameter space will be incremented if and only if there is a corresponding line in the image, the number of zero-value accumulators in WLF algorithms is higher than that of the Hough algorithm. This means that we need less storage to store the output data if we use a data structure that permits us to store only non-zero output data. The second advantage of this algorithm is the capability of the algorithm to define and use special criteria for search for lines through introduction of the weighting factors.
The processing time in LF and WLF algorithms is independent of k. It thus allows the user to have higher resolution for r or 6, without substantial increase in processing time. For an image of m by n pixels, the computation time is proportional to mn and kmn for WLF and the Hough algorithm respectively, while for LF, the time is proportional to mn(mn -1)/2. This is the main weakness of LF transform.
The results of comparison of the three algorithms are tabulated in Table 7 . 
Conclusion
In section 2, we discussed a new technique to detect edges in an image, called LF, that is less sensitive to the line perturbations that occur in the digitization process. Furthermore, the processing time requirements of the method does not depend on the way the parameter space is quantized.
In section 3, an extension to beh above algorithm, called WLF algorithm was presented. The main advantage of this technique is the ability to define arbitrary criteria for search for lines. This was shown in section 3.1.
While the WLF technique needs the same processing time as the Hough algorithm, it needs less memory to store the results. The processing time is independent of the number of quantization levels in the parameter space, thus for higher k (the number of quantization levels for 6), it needs less time than the Hough algorithm.
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